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April 2007 – US & EU = 60 years in the making

◦ 88 pages = complex issues & relationship
◦ High stakes
◦ Airlines have been special cases in the past due to nations’ rights to use fleets in
times of national crisis to transport troops & supplies
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Airlines are vital to national security

◦ Linked toeconomic growth and directly/indirectly provide thousands of jobs
◦ Technology and modern achievement bests
◦ Flag carriers
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EU goals = create transatlantic Open Aviation
Area
Single air transport market between EU and
US
Free flows of investment
No restrictions on air service – including
access to domestic markets of both countries
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5 years after Wright brothers’ 12 second
flight = building aircraft for the army
Others explore alternative applications for
aviation from warfare to aerobatics & new
records set
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Paris Convention
7 years after first manned flight
19 European nations
Established key aviation terminology
No resolution to who controlled/regulated
skies
British wanted to control air above its
landmass and regulate entry and activities
into and within that airspace….no resolutions
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British Aerial Act of 1911

◦ Home secretary had right to regulate all aviation
activities within British airspace
◦ Other nations followed suit…WWI impending
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Another convention in Paris – Relating to the
Regulationof Aerial Navigation
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
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Affirmed sovereignty over airspace
National registrationfo aircraft
Rules for airworthiness & certification
Regulation of pilots
Restrictions on movement of military aircraft

ICAN, International Commission on Air
Navigation established = legal matters
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Int’l community struggled with questions over
aviation
Meanwhile…domestic use for aircraft
struggled to find a market after the war
Freight/mail & Postal service provided role for
shaping new aviation industry
◦ Encouraged:





Consolidation
Safety
Reliability
Continental reach
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Great depression triggered stock market
crash of 1929 = financial instability in airline
industry
1932 charges against the postmaster general
=violated US laws by using contracts to
‘shape’ the industry
1938 postal rates became responsibility of
newly created Civil Aeronautics Board, CAB
European countries took government
ownership of airlines,
◦ most developing a single large government owned
national flag carrier with operations centered in
their capital
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World War II = aviation innovations that led to
commercial pax aviation
◦
◦
◦
◦

}
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Radar
Turbojet
Pressurized cabins
Newer, lighter construction materials

Life after war presented opportunities for
growth
Chicago Convention in 1944
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Chicago Convention

◦ Creation of ICAO, International Civil Aviation
Organization
◦ Develop standards & practices of international
aviation
◦ All nations involved in international aviation became
members in ICAO
◦ ICAO governed by a council representing general
members from 3 categories
 Responsible for day-to-day business and report to
General Assembly every 3 yars.
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Chicago Convention, cont.

◦ ICAO adopts 18 annexes, outlining standards that
govern everything from personnel licensing to
aeronautical telecommunications to transport of
dangerous goods
◦ Members expected to adhere to standards
◦ Countries must adopt ICAO standards but can
exceed them
◦ Freedom of the Skies & National Sovereignty issues
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Chicago Convention, cont.

◦ Freedom of Skies
◦ US argument: “do not dally with thought of creating
great blocs of closed air, tracing in the sky
conditions of future war.”
◦ GB argument: tight regulation & national control
◦ Again…no resolution
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Chicago Convention, cont.

◦ Public debate focused on philosophical issues
◦ Private talks centerd on political and economic
issues
◦ British: possibility of creating Commonwealth airline
with exclusive rights to land in any territory flying
the British Flag.
◦ Meanwhile…US emerges from WWII with strnegth in
manufacturing and aviation industries intact –
aviation infrastructure in Europe devastated by
years of war.
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Chicago Convention, cont.

◦ Opening European markets to the US would
certainly give US firms and insurmountable
advantage
◦ US emerges as economic and political leader of the
west.
◦ Beginning in 1950s colony after colony lower the
British Flag = those who were not in Chicago must
now decide their own aeronautical fate
◦ These former colonies struggle for decades to
create viable, national carriers, refusing to
relinquish air rights to other nations, even if they
couldn’t exercise them for technological or financial
reasons.
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Chicago Convention, cont.

◦ Int’l airlines quick to realize opportunities that no
broad agreement on int’l aviation offered to them
◦ met after close of Chicago convention to establish
IATA, International Air Transport Association
 Classified as trade association
 Set standards for interlining (transfer between
carriers), carryon baggage, fund transfers, etc.
 Gained power over routes & fares due to failure to
address these issues in Chicago

◦ Treaty formed between nations.
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Bermuda Agreement in1946:

◦ 2 majors = US & GB - Met in Bermuda to discuss
aviation issues
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Became model for all future agreements
◦ Four key features:

 1. designated routes with possible size and frequency
restrictions
 2. carrier designation
 3. reciprocity of rights
 4. separation of pax from cargo rights
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Bermuda Agreement, cont.

◦ Gave IATA right to establish airline and air cargo
rates for international system
◦ Allowing airlines to collude to set fares and rates to
be charged by all member airlines
◦ Agreements remain in effect until all parties
adopted new agreement or renounced existing one
= halt air travel between 2 countries the disagreed
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Bermuda Agreement:

◦ GB formally notified US in 1976 it was terminating
the agreement
◦ Original agreement gave US carries a
disproportionate share of air traffic
◦ Particularly concerned with 5th freedom rights
◦ Viewed as direct competition for national flag
carrier as it allowed foreign carrier to pick up and
transport pax from non-home country to 3rd nation.
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Bermuda II:

◦ New agreement governed air traffic between US and
Britain. Far more restrictive than previous
◦ Provoke major policy debate in the US
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1st: right to fly over territory of a contracting State
without landing
2nd: right to land on territory of a contracting state
for non-commercial purposes
3rd: right to transport pax, cargo, mail from state of
registration to another state and set them down
there
4th: right to take on board pax, cargo, mail in
another contracting state and transport them to the
state of registration
5th: right to transport pax, cargo, mail, between
two other states and continuation of or as
preliminary to operation of 3rd or 4th freedoms
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6th: right to take on board pax, cargo, mail, in one
state and transport them to 3rd state after stopover
in aircraft’s state of registration & viceversa
7th: right to transport pax, cargo, mail between two
other states on service which doesn’t touch the
aircraft’s country of registration
8th: right to transport pax, cargo, mail within the
territory of state which is not aircraft’s stae of
registation (full cabotage)
9th: right to interrupt a service
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